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Abstract Rossby waves arethe most important waves in the atmosphere and ocean，and are parts of a

large-scale system in fluid．The theory and observation show that，they satisfy quasi—geostrophic and

quasi．static equilibrium approximations．In this paper,solitary Rossby waves induced by linear

topography in barotropic fluids with a shear flow are studied．In order to simplify the problem，the

topography is taken as alinear function of latitude variable Y，then employing a weakly nonlinear method

and aperturbation method，a KdV(Korteweg-de Vries)equation describing evolution of the amplitude of

solitary Rossby waves induced by 1inear topography is derived．The results show that the vari【ation of

linear topography can induce the solitary Rossby waves in barotropic fluids with a shear flow，and extend

the classical geophysical theory of fluid dynamics．
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1 INTRODUCTION

Rossby waves，satisfying the quasi—geostrophic

and quasi．static equilibrium approximations，are the

most important large—scale waves in me atmosphere

and ocean．Long(1964)and Benney(1 966)

discussed long waves in barotropic fluid in

homogeneous atmosphere and obtained a KdV

equation．However，these previous studied were

limited to the case where velocity shear was smallin

basic uniform zonal motion and could not apply to

stream．1ine—flow case with waves．The limitation

superimposed on an order．one uniform flow and

ignored special considerations on the existence of a

critical layer where wave speed matches zonal—flow

velocity．On the other hand，solitary Rossby waves

were studied by Larsen(1965)and Clarke(197 1)，

but again．they did not discuss the critical Iayer nor

provide any information about possible flow

patterns．Redekopp(1977)and Wadati(1 973)

discussed the general theory of solitary waves in

zonal，planetary shear flow，focused on two special

atmospheric model and demonstrated that the

amplitude of long Rossby wave propagating in a

zonal shear flow was governed by Korteweg．de

Vries(KdV)equation or modified Korteweg．de

Vries(mKdV) equation depending on the

distribution of the atmospheric density stratification．

Redekopp and Weidman(1978)discussed the

solitary Rossby waves in a zonal shear flow and

their interactions．A coupled nonlinear evolution

KdV equation was derived for the interaction among

solitary waves of different lone．wave phase

velocities propagating in a zonal shear flow．

Maslowe and Redekop(1 980)discussed long

nonlinear waves in stratified flows and analyzed the

effect of shear on long waves in a stratified flow．

However，they did not discuss the topography effect

on the Rossby waves．Boyd(1 980)applied multiple

scales to the original equation and showed that long
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and small Rossby waves were evolved in longitude

and time shown by nonlinear KdV equation or

mKdV equation．Liu and Tan(1992)studied and

discussed Rossby waves with Rossby parameter口

with latitude and extend the口一plane approximation

intof=fo+floy-(1／2)?0y‘．Luo(1991，1995)discussed
the solitary Rossby waves with the same parameter

and dipole blocking using extended卢一plane
approximation． Zhao (1997) examined the

dynamical influence of topography on ultra—long

Rossby waves in long～latitude atmosphere．and

concluded that the topographical forcing could lead

to instability of ultra—long Rossby waves．Zhao et a1．

(200 1)observed equatorial envelope solitary Rossby

waves in shear flow。applied a simple shallow—water

model on an equatorial口．plane with asymptotic

method of multiple scales to nonlinear equatorial

solitary Rossby waves in mean zonal flow with

meridional shear．and yielded a cubic nonlinear

Schr6dinger equation，satisfying large amplitude

equatorial envelope solitary Rossby waves in shear

flow，after studying the effect of basic flow shear on

the nonlinear solitary Rossby waves．In addition，

many other methods were used to investigate

large-scale waves(Su et a1．，2006；Li et a1．．2006；

Sun et a1．．2006)．

In this paper，solitary Rossby waves induced by

linear topography are studied．To simplify the

problem，the topography was taken as a linear

function of latitude variable Y．The results show that

the variation of Iinear topography can induce the

solitary Rossby waves in barotropic fluids．

2 DERIVATION OFTHEKDV EQUATION
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The rigid—wall side boundary conditions are

defined as：

V(Y1)=杪()，2)=0

where Y=Yl，y2-y2 denote the southern and northern

edges of the zonal flow in which latitudinal

boundaries may exist．It is convenient to convert(1)

into non—dimensional form by taking the following

scaling rules：

(工，y)=Lo(x’，y+)，

％5万H百Uo％+

扛生f+
Uo

，缈=Uo厶y4，

where non—dimensional variables are marked by an

asterisk．Lo is the characteristic measure of length of

the mean zonal flow，and U0 is the characteristic

velocity scale．Substitution of(3)into(1)yields：

，a a +a a 。a、

‘矿+iy矿一矿缈i’
(V2y++％一Y)=0

where the asterisk can be dropped for simplicity，

and can be fewritten as：

(要+兰∥晏一晏∥兰)(v2∥+hbY)：o(5)(瓦+磊∥丙一丙∥面)(V‘∥+
)=o(5)

and the boundary conditions(2)can be rewritten in

the foITn of：

2．1 Governing eq岫ti仰and boundary c帅ditions {f，(0)2缈(1)=0

The basic equation of motion used in this study is

the quasi—geostrophic equation in form of

potential—vorticity(Zhu et a1．．199 1：Wang and

Weng。1 98 1)for shallow water with the assumption

that B effect can be neglected and the topography is

a 1inear function of】atitude variable y．

(旦0t+去5f，妄一熹沙瓦3__)(V2v+f月。一心)，)=。‘一+磊少丙一面沙五 月一心)，)2
o

(1)

where H is the average depth of the flow，矗is the

local Corilolis parameter，and hb is the slope of the

topography in latitudinal()，)directions，and all of

them could be constants in specific cases；)，=a(妒一tp0)
is latitude variable；V

2
is the Laplace operator．

2．2 Derivation of the KdV equation

(6)

We assume that the basic stream function has a

forill of：

甲(_)，)=～』[u(y)-co]dy

where Co is a constant，an eigenvalue of the

eigenvalue problem below．The Eq．7 means actually

that we have taken a traveling wave transformation：

工；x—Cot (8)

It is clear that the shear flow is的)．We take

total stream function缈as the disturbance stream l|c，。

in a non-dimensional amplitude s with
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superimposition of zonal flow的)．WhenⅨ<】，it
is a weaEy nonlinear problem，with which this

paper deals．The total stream function thus becomes：

矿=甲()，)+￡y’=一且u(y)一c。]dy+￡y7 (9)

Hereafter，all the expressions are written in

non—dimensional form and all symbols stand for

dimensional quantities．Substituting(9)with(5)，

and neglecting the apostrophe of the disturbance
stream function for simplicity，yield：

F扣，u勺警+ ㈣，

e(U—co)兰V2少+￡2‘，【y，V2y】=o

where U”is the second derivative of U

J[A，B]_(aAl3x)(3B／砂)一(3A／3y)(3B／3x)
the Jacobi operator．

Simplifying(10)into：

V引．26

Only variables X and T are included in Eq．14，

variables工and t are eliminated；J∽，剀=

(bA／3X)(3B／砂)一(0A／匆)(aB／／)X)．It is conven·

ient to introduce two linear differential operators

defined as：

Lo=[(U-co)地们去(15)

厶=刍等删训景 ∞，

Supposing that the disturbance stream function

has the form of(Jeffrey and Kawahara，1 982)

and ∥=少‘1’+Fy‘2’+￡2y‘3’+⋯ (17)

is

扣+．!㈣警+ Ⅲ，

(U—co)兰V2少+￡．，[∥，V2∥]=0

where s is a measure of the magnitude of nonlinear

products．Here we focus on the systems in which

nonlinearity and dispersion are in the same order of

magnitude．

The asymptotic solution to the weakly nonlinear

problem with multiple scale method iS studied

below．Slow time T and long space X scales are

incorporated with (11) by derivative

transformations：

a． ac．1／2

磊刨面’
a

a03／2

一at剐面’

where T and X are defined as：

X=EI／2x．T=E3／2t

a2 32

丽甜萨

Substituting(12)and(13)into(1 1)，yields：

Substitution of(17)into(14)and(6)yields the

first order：

岛【Ic，‘1’】_0

沙‘1’(0)=沙‘1’(1)=0

(18)

(19)

Eq．1 8 is a linear differential equation．Assuming

that∥1’has the form of：

矿‘1’=A(X，丁)①‘1’()，) (20)

Substitution of(20)into(1 8)and(19)yields

(尘dy2+等缈=。 (21)

(12) ①‘1’(0)=①‘1’(1)=O (22)

(13)

屯(咖屯(卅南∽争】十o(e≮0￡2k(jf，)+￡i Ll(】}f，)+￡2．，【||f，，{÷】十 2)=

(14)

IIl Eq．2l，№0≠0 iS assumed．Eqs．21 and 22

define an eigenvalue problem for the eigenvalue Co．

Once hb and ucy)are specified，①¨'can be

determined．In other words，the space structure of

the wave along y-direction Can be described once

the distributions of linear topography and U(y)are

given．Since ucv)iS a nonlinear function of variable

Y．it is difficult to get tlle analytic solution of this

eigenvalue problem．In addition，clearly，D(￡”2)is a

time—invariant system．However，the evolution of
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the amplitude of the solitary Rossby waves could

not be determined．In order to derive the evolution

of the amplitude A(X，乃of the wave，solutions of

the higher order problem are sought，such as O(e372)：

护pb矛i而hb-U*

Ⅵ㈤】-_⋯以M一等门)兰兄 驴

y‘2’(0)=沙(2’(1)=0

(23)

(24)

where F2=一{厶[y(1’】-h以ym，a2y‘1’／ay2】}．It is

clear that there are dispersion effect in y-direction

and weak nonlinear effect in this order．However，

the effects do not exist in O(e№)．We take∥2’in∥2)
=B(X，7)①¨’()’)，multiply both sides of Eq．(23)by

∥¨0，)，and then integrate it over【0，l】；at the same

time，by employing the identity：

∥’等n≯’≯卜
砂。0(2)≯3彬’导∥)

We get

P∽却2。 (25)

This shows．if a perturbation problem(17)has an

efficient solution，the secular term F2 must sarisfy

Eq．25；otherwise the amplitude of wave would be

infinite and meaningless． Substitution of

疋=一f上1fy(1’】+‘，【少‘¨，a2y‘1’／ay2】J and (20)

into(25)yields：

pb)】2焉碍+

where【(忙U)／(U--co)]，is
【，)／(U吖o)with respect to

coefficients／0，So and R00

definitions of：

(26)

the derivative of(hb-

Y．To simplify Eq．26，

were introduced in the

e渺’(y)12dy
．D

，o

【中(1’()，)】3，hb—U’

U—Co U—Co
)，匆

，o
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(27)

(28)

(29)

where①‘1’()，)is determined by the solution of the

eigenvalue problem(21)and(22)．Thus Eq．26 has

the form

jOA。+RooA似aA饯豢=。 (30)

where the amplitude A(X乃of solitary Rossby

waves satisfies the KdV equation．Obviously，

coefficients So and R00 are related tO functions hby

and U(v)．If U(v)iS a constant，i⋯e the basic flow iS

not a shear flow．Eq．30 becomes a linear KdV

equation．and there iS no solitary Rossby wave

solution(GUO and Pang，1 987)．In other words，no

solitary Rossby waves occur if U=constant and

topography varies with Iatitude linearly．Therefore，

nonlinear variation of topography with latitude iS a

necessary condition for the formation of solitary

Rossby waves when U=constant．

3 CONCLUSION

An asymptotic method and weakly nonlinear

method could be used to investigate nonlinear

Rossby waves in zonal shear flow in middle or high

1atitude zones by employing a simple shallow—water

model．A nonlinear KdV equation，which describes

the amplitude evolution and other main

characteristics of solitary Rossby waves in basic

shear flow，was derived，whose coemcients so and

R00 depend on the basic shear flow的)and linear

topography hby．The variation of topography with

latitude Y iS one of the factors inducing solitary

Rossby waves in zonal shear flow。and the shear

flow己，(y)influences the formation of solitary

Rossby wave．
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